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Communicated by G. Kailianpur 
Certain path properties of a symmetric a-stable process X(r) = Is h( t, s) d&f(s), 
to T, are studied in terms of the kernel h. The existence of an appropriate 
modification of the kernel h enables one to use results from stable measures on 
Banach spaces in studying X. Bounds for the moments of the norm of sample paths 
of X are obtained. This yields definite bounds for the moments of a double a-stable 
integral. Also, necessary and suflicient conditions for the absolute continuity of 
sample paths of X are given. Along with the above stochastic integral represen- 
tation of stable processes, the representation of stable random vectors due to 
R. LePage, M. Woodroofe, and J. Zinn (1981, Ann. Probab. 9, 624632) is exten- 
sively used and the relationship between these two representations is discussed. 
( 1986 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Central Limit Theorem and the stability property provide the basic 
reasons for regarding stable processes as a natural generalization of 
Gaussian ones. As an analog to the well-known spectral representation of 
stationary Gaussian processes, every symmetric a-stable (SaS) stochastic 
process with parameter set T has a version of the form 
x(t) = J h(t, s) dws), tET (1.1) 
s 
(cf. Cl, 12, 29, 30, 111 and the discussion of the history of (1.1) in [9]) and 
in the stationary case one can choose t + h(t, . ) as an orbit of a group of 
isometries on L” (see [9]). Here M is an independently scattered SaS 
random measure on an abstract measurable space (S, a). 
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There are two special cases of (1.1) that have been extensively studied: 
harmonizable processes given by 
X(t) = Jm e”“dM(s), l‘E[W (1.2) 
-m 
(with appropriate modifications if t runs over a group) (cf. [ 10, 19, 6, 17, 2, 
23 and 321) and moving averages 
X(t)=Irn g(t-s)dM(s), tc[W (1.3) 
-03 
(cf. [6, 25, 4 and 21). 
In this paper we study general SaS processes given by (1.1). They are 
determined by two quantities: the kernel h and the control measure m of M. 
In contrast with the approach taken in [9, 23, which relies on the proper- 
ties of the mapping T 3 t + h( t, .) E L”, we relate path properties of X with 
properties of the mapping S 3 s + h( ., s) E RT(@‘) which plays the crucial 
role here. More specifically, we are concerned with processes having sample 
paths in a separable Banach space V(T) of functions defined on T. We 
show that the kernel h in (1.1) admits a modification with all sections 
h( ., s) in V(T) (Sect. 5 ). Therefore we may always replace (1.1) by 
X= 
5 
h(., s) AM(s), (1.4) 
s 
where on the right-hand side we have a stochastic integral of the l’(T)- 
valued function s -+ h( *, s). Such stochastic integrals of Banach space 
valued functions have been investigated in [26] for infinitely divisible ran- 
dom measures. In the present stable case the construction can be simplified 
and this is done at the beginning of Section 3. Then we establish the 
relationship between the stochastic integral representation of stable ran- 
dom vectors in Banach spaces and the series representation due to LePage, 
Woodrooffe, and Zinn [ 131. 
In Section 4 we use some ideas of Marcus and Pisier [ 173 and an adap- 
tation of the Hoffmann-Jorgensen inequality due to Gin& and Zinn [8] to 
obtain bounds for moments of the norm of X( . ). We also introduce a com- 
plete norm on the space of all vector valued functions f for which j f dA4 
exists, similar to Pisier’s norm for CLT [21]. Theorem 4.5 establishes the 
role of simple functions in the series representation of stable random vec- 
tors. 
In Section 6 we apply the results of Sections 5 and 4 to characterize the 
absolute continuity of sample paths of SaS processes. Earlier the absolute 
continuity of sample paths has been investigated by Cambanis and Miller 
[3] in terms of the so-called covariation function, only for the case a > 1. 
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Continuing the above approach, we obtain in Section 7 definite bounds 
for moments of a double a-stable stochastic integral. We also give a short 
and new proof of a Fubini-type result which allows the interchanging of 
stochastic and usual integration (cf. [4, Theorem 4.6; 20, Lemma 4.41). 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION 
A systematic treatment of stable measures on Banach spaces one can find 
in Linde [ 141 and we shall refer to this book for basic definitions and facts. 
The characteristic functional of an SaS p. m. p on a separable Banach 
space B can be written in the form 
fi(x’) = exp 
(1 
- I (x, x’)lE Wx) 3 
1 
(2.1) 
au 
X’ E B’, where aU is the unit sphere in B and 0 is a finite symmetric 
measure on aU. 0 is uniquely determined by p and is called the spectral 
measure of p (cf. [ 14, Theorem 6.4.41). Further, for every p E 
(0, a) j8 llxll p &(x) < co and for every p, q E (0, a) 
(2.2) 
where C= C(a, p, q) (we shall write L -c R if C-‘R< L Q CR and C= 
C(a, b,...) means that a positive constant C depends only on parameters a, 
b,...). If fi is given by 
ji(x’) = exp - 
(J 
I(X,~‘)lb~~o(X) 3 
B 1 
x’ E B’, where co is a (non-necessary symmetric) Bore1 measure on B, which 
is o-finite on B\(O), then j-B ~/XI/~ dao(x) < co and for every PE (0, a) 
(2.3) 
where C= C(a, p) (cf. Proposition 6.4.5 and Corollary 7.3.5 in [ 141). 
Let d be a &ring of subsets of a non-empty set S (i.e., a ring that is 
closed under countable intersections). A stochastic process (M(A): A E H‘} 
is said to be an SaS random measure if 
(i) for every sequence (A,,} cd of pairwise disjoint sets with 
u A,, E & the series ZM( A,,) converges in probability to M( u A,,); 
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(ii) M(Al), MAd,... are independent, provided A, E G? are pairwise 
disjoint; 
(iii) M(A) has an SaS distribution for every A E&. 
It follows that the characteristic functions of M(A) can be written in the 
form 
Eexp(itM(A)) = exp( -m(A)ltl”), tEl%, AEJZ?, 
where m is a non-negative measure on d. m is called the control measure 
of M. 
The existence of an SC& random measure h4 with a given control 
measure m follows by Kolmogorov’s Consistency Theorem. In particular, if 
X(s), s k 0, is an independent stationary increment process such that 
Eexp(itX(s)) = exp( -~ltl~), then M defined on intervals by M((a, b]) = 
X(b) - X(a) extends to an SaS random measure on the o-ring of all Bore1 
bounded subsets of [0, co) with the Lebesque measure as the control 
measure (see Prekopa [22]). 
Throughout this paper we shall assume that (S, &) satisfies the follow- 
ing condition: there exists a sequence {A,} c & such that lJ A,, = S. Then 
every countably additive finite measure on d extends uniquely to a a-finite 
measure on a(.~&‘) and as a consequence every control measure of an SaS 
random measure M is the restriction to & of a a-finite measure m defined 
on a(&‘). To avoid trivialities we shall always assume that m is not zero. 
For every real functionfE L”(S, a(&‘), m) the stochastic integral jsfdM 
is defined as the limit in Lp of integrals of simple functions and satisfies the 
equality 
where C = C(a, p), p < a (cf. [ 1, 291). If B is a finite dimensional Banach 
space, then for f~ LpI(S, a(&), m) 
(2.4) 
where C depends on a and p and additionally on dim B and )I.lI. Banach 
spaces in which (2.4) holds for all simple functions with a universal 
constant C (and thus js f dh4 can be defined for all f~ L;) have been 
characterized by Marcus and Woyczynski [ 181. This is the class of spaces 
of stable type a, including in particular Hilbert spaces and LP-spaces for 
p > a (see [ 141 for further references). 
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3. STOCHASTIC INTEGRAL AND SERIES REPRESENTATION 
OF SaS RANDOM VECTORS IN BANACH SPACES 
Let M be an SaS random measure on (S, G’) with the control 
measure m. Let L$mp’e be the space of all simple measurable functions 
fi (S, u(d)) + (B, Borel(B)) such that {s:f(s) #O} Ed. As usual functions 
equal m-a.e. are indistinguishable. For every f~ LimP’e, f= Zxjl,,, xj # 0, 
Ajtzd we set 
5 f dA4= CxjM(Aj) S 
where p E (0, a). 1, p is a well-defined quasi-norm on Lgmp’e. Since 5 f dM is 
a B-valued SaS random vector such that 
Eexp(i!IfdM,x'))=exp(-jl(f(s),x')l"dm(s)), (3.2) 
x’ E B’, inequality (2.3) yields 
J,.,(f)2 C(js IlfbW dm(s))"' (3.3) 
where C= C(cc, p). Moreover, by (2.2) A,,, -= A,,, for every p, qE (0, a), 
where C = C(a, p, q). 
Let S; be a completion of Lzrnple in A,,,. In view or (3.3) P, can be 
realized as a linear subspace of L; = L;(S, a(&‘), m) as follows: P, = 
/iEG: th ere exists (A, ),T=, c Limple such that f, -f in L; and 
n.m- I i,,,(f,-f,)=O for some (each) p~(0, a)>. By (3.1) the 
mapping f + Js f dM extends to an isometric injection of (S& 12,,) into 
LP,(Q, F, P). Values of this extension are also denoted by s f dM and called 
the stochastic integral off with respect to M. 
Because of the lack of (2.4) in general, the stable stochastic integral can 
not be defined for allfs in L”,(S, a(&), m) and S; is the largest subspace 
of LZ, where s f dM is defined by taking limits of stochastic integrals of sim- 
ple functions. Although the dependence of l,,,(f) on f is not given 
explicitly, this is a useful quasi-norm which can be effectively estimated in 
many concrete examples of B (see, e.g., Sects. 6 and 7). 
We shall frequently use the following particular case of the Ito-Nisio 
theorem for Banach space valued stochastic integrals which was proven in 
L-261. 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. f~ S; and p = L(S f&4) if and only if j 1 (f(s), x’) 1’ 
dm(s) < 00 for every x’ E B’ and the cylindrical measure p. given by 
fio(x’) = exp 
i j 
- I (f(s), x’)la dm(s) , 
I 
X’EB’, 
extends to a countably additive Bore1 measure p on B. 
As a consequence of the above proposition every SaS p.m. on B has a 
stochastic integral representation which follows from the following (cf. [26, 
Theorem 6.71): 
PROPOSITION 3.2. {j f d&I: f E S;} is a closed linear subspace of 
LP,(s2, F, P) consisting of SaS random vectors. If (S, d, m) is atomless, then 
(L(~fdM:f~S;) coincides with the set of a/i SaS p. m.‘s on B. 
We shall discuss now a different transformation off which leads to the 
same distribution as f f d&I. We shall consider a series representation of 
stable random vectors due to LePage, Woodroofe, and Zinn [ 131 as it was 
developed by Marcus and Pisier [ 171. 
Assume that m(S) < co and d = a(&). Let { sj} be a sequence of 
positive i.i.d. random variables such that P(v,, > %) = e -‘, A > 0, and put 
rj=)l, + . . . + qj. Let (cj} be an i.i.d. sequence of symmetric random 
variables such that E\rjl” = 1. Let (ri) be a sequence of independent 
uniformly distributed random elements in (S, d, m); i.e., P(rje A) = 
m(A)/m(S) for every A E&. We assume that all the sequences {vi}, { <,}, 
and {s, j are independent of the others. 
Let ,j’~ 9, and ,u = 6p(j ,fdM). Then for every x’ E B’ 
El(f(~ibx’)l’=Cm(S)I~‘I I(fb),x'>l"dmb)<~ s 
and by Lemma 1.4 in [ 173 the series 
c(~)Cm(S)l I” f V,) - ““t.i<f(r,), JY’ > 
/=I 
converges a.s. to a real SaS random variable with the charac- 
teristic function +4(t) = exp( - ltl’~ ) (f(s), .~‘)I’ dm(s)), where c(a) = 
$7 ca sin x dx)-lia. Since qS(t)=fi(tx’) and the sequence {fjtjf(Ti)) is 
sign-invariant, the Ito-Nisio theorem (see, e.g., [ 16, 11.4.3. and 11.4.41) 
yields the a.s. convergence of the series 
Xf) = 4a)Cm(S)1”z 2 (~,)-“z rif(r,) 
i= 1 
(3.4) 
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and Z(Z(f)) = p. Conversely, if (3.4) converges as. or in P, then the 
function x’ + exp( -j I (f, x’ ) 1 Ix dm) is the characteristic functional of C(f) 
and by Proposition 3.1, f~ SB. 
We summarize in the following: 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let m(S) < cc and d = g(d). Then f~ S; if and only 
if Z( f) converges a.s. or in P. Moreover, 
z(Sf dM) = T(z(f )). 
4. BOUNDS FOR MOMENTSOF AN SaS STOCHASTIC INTEGRAL 
To obtain the first proposition we argue similarly to Marcus [ 151 and to 
Gin6 et al. [7]. 
Sincej- ‘r, + 0 a.s. by Kolmogorov’s SLLN, we get that C(f) converges 
as. if and only if 
A(f )= $ j-““5jf(Tj) (4.1) 
j=l 
converges a.s. (see (3.4)). Moreover, by contraction principle we have 
22’@[Eirff (i/rj)p’“]“p[m(s)]l’“(EIIA(f)IIP)”P 
6 c(Jw(.f)llp)“” 
Q 21’P[Esup (j/fj)P’“]“P[m(S)]““(E~~A(f)I~P)l’P, 
where C=C(or) and PE(O,CY). Since E infj( j/rj)p’” > 0 and 
E supj(j/rj)“I < CO (see [ 15, 71, respectively) we get 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let m(S) < co and d = a(&). Then f E SB if and only 
if A(f) converges as. and/or in LpB for some (each) p E [0, a). Moreover, 
( lz (IlfdMi( “)‘” ?: Cm(S)l”W4f )IIp)“p 
where C = C(cr, p), p E (0, a). 
Let us note that even on the real line A(f) need not have the a-th 
moment finite. This is a simple corollary to Proposition 4.2 in [S]. We 
shall normalize f to ensure finiteness of all moments of A( f ). 
Let x0 be a fixed point on the unit sphere of B. For everyye L; we define 
~~~)=f(~)lllf(s)ll iff(s)ZO and?(s)= x0 otherwise. We define also a finite 
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measure mf on (S, c(d)) by +(.s) = Ilf(s)ll” &z(s) (m(S) can be infinite). 
Let Mf be an SaS random measure on (S, c(d)) with the control measure 
mt-. In view of Proposition 3.1, fc s”,(S, d, m) if and only if f~ L$ and 
f~ Sl,(S, o(.ol), m,). Moreover 
(4.2) 
Let (r{> be a sequence of independent uniformly distributed random 
elements in (S, a(d), mf); i.e., P{z~/EA} =mf(A)/rnf(S). Let {sj) be a 
sequence of i.i.d. random variables such that P(sj = - 1 } = P{cj = 1 } = 4 
and independent of { rf}. By Proposition 4.1 we get 
where C = C(a, P) and A(f) = &E, j-‘hj ~(cz{). Since 
sup, 11 j- ““e,~((z{)ll = 1 A(f) converges in Lrg for every r > 0. Using 
Theorem 3.3 in GinC and Zinn [cl] we obtain for every p E (0, a) and r > 0, 
mI‘wN”)“” F f j-%,f(f(t:) , 
/=i”+ 1 
where C= C(p, r) and j0 is the greatest integer not exceeding 8813p ” r. By 
contraction principle we have 
E , =$+ , j-%zjf(cri/ 
II 
f, (j, + 1 )-l’aEiT(r{) r 
i=l II 
22-‘(1 +j,)-“‘E IIA(f)ll’ 
and clearly 
E 
II 
f jpl@Ejf(Tfi ‘<2E IIA(f)ll’. 
j=jo+ 1 II 
We have proven the following: 
THEOREM 4.2. f E S$ if and only iff E Lag and the series c,“= ’ j-1’a&j3((z~) 
converges in L; for some (each) r 2 0. Moreover, 
where C = C(a, p, r), p E (0, a) and r > 0. 
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We shall study now the relationship between boundedness and con- 
vergence in (4.1). In view of Proposition 4.1 this will give us additional 
information about S$. Let m(S) < co, d = a(&), and let 
bS; = bS”,(S, d, m) = f: S + B: sup 
n 
According to Proposition 4.1 
Sol = S”,(S, d, m) = f: S -+ B: f j-‘lagj f(rj) conv. a.s. . 
j=l 1 
Obviously pB c bS”,. Let 
llfll,,=SUP(E 11 2 i-l"tjf(~j)~!p)l'p for pE(0, a), 
n j=l 
and let 
It is standard to check that (( ((oL,O is a complete F-norm on bS”, as well as 
on S;. Moreover, by Proposition 4.1 all the F-norms I/ )laTp are equivalent 
on S& p E [0, a). 
LEMMA 4.3. For every f tz bS*, and p E (0, CI) 11 f II r, ,, < 00. Moreover 
bS”, c L;3. 
Proof Without loss of generality we may assume that B= C[O, 11. Let 
{ Pk} be a sequence of finite rank operators on B with IIPkI( < 1 and such 
that P,x -+ x for every x E B. Put fk(s) = Pk f(s), s E S. Clearly 
sup,, IIC;=, j- ‘%ifk(zj)ll < 00 a.s. for every k and since dim Pk B < co the 
series Cg, j ""tjfk(t,) converges a.s. By Proposition 4.1 fk E S& Since 
I/ II 1, 0 and II II a, p are equivalent on S; there exists E > 0 such that II g/J tl, ,, < I 
for every ge SB with l/g/l a.O GE. Since f~ bS”, there exists 6 > 0 such 
that ll@I.,, d E. Therefore I14fkl12,0. < E for every k and because fk E F, 
/16fk/lx,, 6 1. By (3.3) and Proposition 4.1, (l IISfkll” dm)“‘< 
conW..kII.., ,< const. Letting k + 00 we get Il,fll l.p ,< S - ’ < cc as well as 
J llfll’d~~~. 
COROLLARY 4.4. S; c bS”, c Lg. For every p E [0, a) II 11 a, p is a complete 
F-norm on bSg as well as on Si. 
Proposition 4.1 and above corollary give the following: 
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THEOREM 4.5. PB is the smallest closed subspace of bS”, containing all 
simple functions. In other words f E Si if and only @-for every E > 0 and p < a 
there exists a simple function fE such that 
E 
1; 
2 j-“‘r,(f -f,)(Tj) ’ < E 
j=l II 
for all nE N. 
Remarks. (a) For the sufficiency f, need not be a simple function. It is 
enough to have fc E S:. 
(b) bS*, = 9, provided B does not contain a subspace isomorphic to 
CO. 
(c) bS”,= S;= L; provided that B is of stable type CY (cf. [lS] and 
Lemma 4.3). In particular these equalities hold for 01< 1 and any Banach 
space B. 
(d) In general S; @ bS”, P Lag. Indeed, Sztencel [ 311 has showed that 
for every tl> 1 there exists a Banach space B and a sequence {x,} c B such 
that supn E/x,‘= I O,xj(lp < co for every p < a and x2?, 0,x, diverges a.s., 
where (0,) is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with 
E exp(it0, ) = exp( - 1 tl”). Let A4 be an SaS random measure on Bore1 
subsets of the unit interval and with the Lebesgue measure as the 
control measure. Put f,, = n”” J$= 1 xjlccjP ,),n,i,nl. Since Z(Sh f, dM) = 
9(x;= 1 ejxj), { fn> is a bounded sequence in S;. Therefore 
sup,, 1; \\f”\\” dt < co. This yields c-’ = c,?=, \lxj\l” < co. Let (Aj) be a par- 
tition of [0, l] such that lAjl = cllxjl(” and define g, = c,“= 1 (Xj/llXj 11) I,, 
and g=lim,,, g,. Since Y(lh g, dM) = Y(c’l’ CT= i ejxj), by Proposition 
3.1 and the Ito-Nisio theorem g 4 S;. On the other hand g, E Si and by 
Proposition 4.1 for every n and p < a 
E 2 j-““cjg(rj) pQllxm_in_nfE f jj”‘<jgk(rj) 
II II il il 
P 
j= I j= I 
Gliminf IIg,Ilgp 
k-m 
P 
GCliminfE 
P - I 
P 
< C cPia lim inf E 
k-m II 1 
$ xjej 
j= 1 
< Const. 
This proves that gE bS”,. To show that bS”,G L; (in general) it is enough 
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to choose a b 1 and Banach space B which is not of stable type c1 and does 
not contain any subspace isomorphic to c,,. Then by (b), bS; = Sd, and 
S;@ L; (cf. [18]). 
5. MODIFICATION OF THE KERNEL OF A STOCHASTIC INTEGRAL PROCESS 
In this section we shall study processes X(t), t E T, sample paths X( -, o) 
of which belong to a separable Banach space V(T) of functions defined on 
T. Let GF?‘~ be the cylindrical a-field of V(T), i.e., the smallest a-field of sub- 
sets of V(T) such that all evaluations 6, : V(T) + R, where (x, S,) = x(t), 
x E V(T), t E T, are measurable. The equality 
%?.=Borel(V(T)) (5-l 1 
is necessary and sufficient for regarding stochastic processes with sample 
paths in V(T) as Bore1 measurable random elements in V(T). Observe that 
the inclusion WTc Borel( V( T)) implies that every evaluation 6, is Bore1 
measurable, and since 6, is linear, Banach theorem yields that 6, is con- 
tinuous. Conversely, if all evaluations 6,, t E T, are continuous, then (5.1) 
holds. Indeed, since evaluations separate points in V(T) one can easily 
deduce from Hahn-Banach theorem (see, e.g., [24, Sect. 2, Chap. 23) that 
the set W= (c,“= 1 aj 6,,: a,~lR, tjgT, n> l> is dense in [V(T)]’ with 
respect to the weak-star topology. Since V(T) is separable, W is also 
sequentially weak-star dense in [V(T)]‘, and consequently, every 
functional x’ E [V(T)]’ is Wrmeasurable. Again by separability of V(T) we 
get that Borel( V( T)) c %,. Therefore (5.1) is equivalent to the assumption 
that all evaluations x -+ x(t) are continuous. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let V(T) be a separable Banach space offunctions defined 
on T such that all evaluations x --, x(t) are continuous. Assume that the ScrS 
stochastic process 
x(t) = ls h(t, s) dM(s), te T, 
has a modification X0 with sample paths in V(T), where h: T x S + R is such 
that h(t, .)E L”(S, a(&), m) for every t E T. 
Then there exists a function h,: T x S + R such that 
(i) for every seS h,(-, s)E V(T); 
(ii) for every t E T h,,(t, * ) = h(t, . ) m-almost everywhere on S; 
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(iii) for every x’ E [V(T)]’ 
(X0(., w), x’> = j (h,(., s), x’) dM(s)(o), 
S 
for almost all w  E Q. 
Proof. The proof is divided into three parts. 
Claim 1. Assume that T is a compact metric space and V(T) = C(T) is 
the space of all continuous functions on T with the supremum norm. Then the 
conclusion of Theorem 5.1 is true. 
Proof of Claim 1. Let D be a finite subset of T x T. First we shall show 
that 
s max{lh(t,,s)-h(t,,s)lr:(t,,t2)~D}dm(s) s 
<C(Emax{IX(t,)-X(t,)l? (t,, t2)ED})lxiP, (5.2) 
where C = C(cc, p) and p E (0, a). 
Indeed, let us define an SaS random vector in RD by 
y= {(x(t,)-X(t*))}(,,,I*)ED 
and consider RD as a Banach space with the norm IjaIl = maxi la( t 1, t,)]: 
(tl, t2)cD}. Then for every ~E[W~ we have 
Eexp(i(Y,~))=Eexp iCb(t,, b)CJJtl)-NtZ)l 
i I 
=Eexp i 
{j 
Cb(t,,t,)Ch(t,,s)-h(t2,s))dM(s) 
S I 
=exp - 
( j 
s I(f(s), b)l” MS) 9 
) 
wheref: s+R”,f(s)= ((h(t,,s)-h(t,,s))),,,,,,,,,. By (2.3) we get 
U 
s Ilf(s)ll” dmb) lia G ‘341 Yllp)“p 
) 
which yields (5.2). 
Let d be a metric on T. For n = 1, 2,..., let T,, be a finite l/n-net in T and 
let T, = IJ,“= 1 T,. Clearly T, is dense in T. Define for x: T -+ R, 6 > 0, and 
nEN 
~a.n(x)=max{lx(tl)-x(t,)l: tl, t2~T,,,d(tI, t2k6} 
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and 
~s(x)=S~P(I~(~~)-X(~~)I: II, tzET,,4tl, t2)45}. 
Inequality (5.2) applied for D = {(t,, t2) E T,, x T,,: d(t,, t2) <S} yields 
I, (m,.mc-,~,l).~~(s)~C[~~ {m,.,rx,c.,w)3)‘dP(w)]i’p. 
Since +a,n[Xo(., w)] <2 sup,,,lX,(& o)j =211X,(., w)ll letting n+ cc we 
obtain 
and since sample paths of A’, are continuous we get 
(5.3) 
for m-almost all s E S. Let s E S. If (5.3) holds then h( ., s) is uniformly con- 
tinuous on T, and there is unique continuous function h,( ., s) defined on 
T which is equal to h( ., s) on T, . If (5.3) fails, then we put h,(t, s) = 0 for 
all t E T. Therefore h,( ., s) E C(T) for all s E S and h,(t, . ) = h(t, . ) m-almost 
everywhere for every t E T,. By stochastic continuity of X and continuity 
of t + h,(t, s) for every SE S we get (ii) for every t E T. Clearly (iii) is 
satisfied for all x’s of the form x’ = c/n=, a, 6,. Since such functionals are 
sequentially weak-star dense in [ V(T)]’ (iii) follows. 
CLAIM 2. Assume that V(T) is a closed subspace of C(T), where T is a 
compact metric space. Then the conclusion of Theorem 5.1 holds. 
Proof of claim 2. By claim 1 there exists a function ho such that 
h,(., s) E C(T), (ii) and (iii) hold ((iii) for every X’E [C(T)]‘). Let 
[V(T)]‘=(X’E[C(T)]‘:(X,X’)=O for all x E V(T) }. 
For every x’ E [ V(T)]’ we have 
J (h,(., s), x’) dM(s) = (X0(-, .), x’) =O. s 
Therefore (h,( 9, s), x’ ) = 0 for m-almost every SE S and every 
x’ E [V(T)]‘. Let r be a countable weak-star dense subset of [ V( T)]l. 
Define 
So= (sES: (h,(.,s),x’)=O for all x’ E TJ. 
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Then m(S\S,) = 0 and for every s E S,, h,( . , s) E V(T). Thus a function hr 
defined by h,(.,s)=h,(.,s) for YES,, and hr(.,~)-0 for S$SO fulfills (i), 
(ii), and (iii) of Theorem 2.1. 
Proof of the Theorem in General. Let u’ = {x’ E [V(T)]‘: llx’ll < 1 }. U 
equipped with the relative weak-star topology is a metrizable compact 
space. Let @: V(T) -+ C( U’) be defined by [Q(x)] (x’) = (x, x’ ), x E V(T) 
and x’ E U’. It is easy to check that @ is an isometric linear injection of 
V(T) into C( U’). Put V( U’) = @[V(T)]. Since the mapping 52 3 o -+ 
X0( ., o) E V(T) is Bore1 measurable we obtain that E 52 + V(V) defined 
by Y( . , o) = @[X0(. , o)] is also Bore1 measurable. Therefore Y(x’, . ), 
x’ E U’, is a stochastic process with continuous samples belonging to V( v’). 
Let W be the set of all linear combinations of 6;s. By the discussion 
preceding Theorem 5.1, for every x’ E U’ there exists { xi7} c Wn U’, xi = 
C:: I a,,, d,,?,, such that (x, xi,) + (x, x’) for every XE V(T). Therefore 
Y(x’;)= lim Y(xL;)= lim (X,(.,.),x:) 
n - cc ” Y ,* 
= lim 2 anjX(tnj) 
n-mj=, 
a.s., where the first equality holds point-wise by continuity of sample paths 
of Y. Thus c$, a,,jh(t,q, .) converge in L”(S, e(d), m) to some function 
g(x’, . ) and we have 
Y(x’, . ) = il, g( x’, s) &4(s) a.s. 
for every x’ E u’. Moreover g(a6,, .) = ah(t, . ) m-almost everywhere on S, 
provided ad, E U’. According to claim 2 there exists gO(x’, s) such that 
g,( . , s) E V( U’) for all s s S and g,(x’, . ) = g(x’, . ) m-almost everywhere for 
every x’E U’. 
Define a Bore1 measure function G: S -+ V V) by tG(s)l(x’) = gotx’, ~1 
and H: S-t V(T) by H=@-’ 0 G. Let ho(t, s)= (H(s), 8,). Clearly (i) is 
fulfilled. To show (ii) let t E T and let a > 0 be such that ah, E U’. Since 
H(s) = @ ~’ [G(s)] if and only if (H(s), x’) = g,(x’, s) for all x’ E U’ we 
obtain 
&At, s) = (H(s), ad,> =gdaS,, 3) =g(aa,, s) = ah(t, ~1, 
where the last two equalities hold for m-almost all SE S. Part (ii) is proved. 
Part (iii) follows by the weak-star density of W in [V(T)]‘. The proof of 
Theorem 5.1 is complete. 
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COROLLARY 5.2. Let X0 and h, be as in Theorem 5.1. Then the function 
f: S + V(T) defined by [f(s)](t) = h,( t, s) belong to S”,,r,. In particular, 
js Ilho(~, Wm dm(s) < co. Further, for every E > 0 and p E (0, a) there exist 
a finite sequence { x,}i = , c V(T) and pairwise disjoint sets Al,..., A, E& 
such that 
where X,(t) = CT=, xi(t) M(Aj), t E T. 
Proof Follows by (iii) of Theorem 5.1 and Proposition 3.1. 
6. A CHARACTERIZATION OF SaS PROCESSES WITH ABSOLUTE 
CONTINUOUS TRAJECTORIES 
A characterization of SOS processes (1 < c( < 2) with absolute continuous 
sample paths in terms the so-called covariation function has been obtained 
by Cambanis and Miller in [3]. We shall characterize SaS processes with 
above sample path property using the representing function h. Moreover, 
in our case 0 < c1< 2. 
Let us recall that a function x: [a, b] + R is absolutely continuous if 
for every E > 0 there exists a 6 >O such that for every disjoint family 
((t,, nk)>;, , of subintervals of [a, b] Et=, Jx(uk)-x(tk)l <E, provided 
Et= 1 Juk - tkl < 6. Then x is absolutely continuous if and only if there 
exists in L’[a, b] such that 
x(u) = x(a) + j” i(t) dt 
u 
for every a < u < b. Every absolutely continuous function x is differentiable 
almost everywhere and dx/dt = f almost everywhere on [a, b]. Let 
ACP[a, b] be the space of all absolutely continuous functions on [a, b] 
whose derivatives are integrable in the pth power, p 2 1. 
Let 
x(t) = I, h(t, s) dMs)> tE [a, 61 
be an SctS process, where M is an SaS random measure defined on a b-ring 
of subsets of S and with the control measure m. As before h is a deter- 
ministic function such that h(t, . ) E L*(S, a(&), m) for every t E [a, b]. 
THEOREM 6.1. X has a modification with sample paths in A CP[a, b] if 
and only if h admits a modtjkation h,, such that 
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(i) for every t E [a, b] h,(t, . ) = h( t, 3 ) m-almost everywhere, 
(ii) for every s E S h,( ., s) E ACP[a, b], 
(iii) Qz,,(%/at) < ~0, 
where 
1 ir h X/P Ig(4 s)l” dt MS) if O<a<p, s u 
I At3 s)l” js j!: Ig(u, UN” d.4 WV) dt dm(s) 
= I?, Ig(u, ~11” dujsIg(h u)l”dm(u) 1 ’ 
! if a=p, PI% IAt, $11” dmb) dt if l<p<a. 
The proof of Theorem 6.1 is preceded by the lemma below which extends 
Proposition 4.2 in [S], where only the case p = a has been considered. 
Since we use a similar argument in all cases of p, the case p = a is also 
proven here. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let 4, t,, t2 ,... be i.i.d. symmetric random variables and 
0 < a < 2. Then the series xi j- “‘ri converges a.s. if and only if El 41” < co. 
Further, for every p > 0 
WY’)“” 
(E lSjp l’ltjlp)“p ?: [W (1 +b+ $1’;” 
(E151”)“” 
where C = C( a, p). 
ProoJ: Since 9(tj) = Y(t) we have for every t > 0 
t--“EJQ”- 1 <cP(l<,jl >i’j”“)<1-~El51”. 
Therefore Elrl” < cc is a necessary condition for the a.s convergence of 
cij ‘/c’{,i. The sufficiency follows from (6.1) and the following estimates for 
every t > 0. 
(6.1) 
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To estimate the moments of cj-l”l;i we use Corollary 3.4 in Gin6 and 
Zinn [S] which gives 
E Cj-““(j “;: ESU~ lj-“z[jl”+ 
I I 
PI2 
c E(j-l’“~jl(I<jl <cSj’l’))’ 
1 
, (6.3) 
i i i 
where 6=inf{t>O: CP([[l > tj”*)<8-‘32 ” “} and C=C(p), p>O. By 
(6.1) we get 
6 ;y (JWI”)“” with C = C(cc, p). (6.4) 
To obtain bounds for the first term on the right side of (6.3) we utilize 
Lemma 3.2 in [8] which yields 
ESUP lj-"'(jlp 7 dp+ Rz.p, (6.5) 
i 
where C = C(p) and 
R,,, = C Elj-““5iZ( l<jl > 6j1”)Ip 
=El<l” c j-““. 
ic IU~I’ 
Since for every x>O (1 -r)-‘(xl-‘- l)<Cj,.,j-r< 1 +(l -r)-’ 
(X-r- 1) provided rf 1 and r>O we get for r=p/a# 1 
Rx,,6 Elcll” 1 + (1 -~/a)~’ 
and 
R,,,2 lMnpl Eltl”- ll:pl ‘p-“E15’“. 
6X3 20~2.9 
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Above estimates in conjunction with (6.4) and (6.5) give 
Esup lj-“‘rj(p 3: E(tJP+ (El<l”)“‘” (6.6) 
with C= C(a, p) and p # CI. In the case p = c1 elementary inequalities 
log+ x~C~,.~j-‘< 1 +log+ x, x>O, yield 
Eltl”fog+ 6 ‘<R,.,<ElW 
ii 
(1 +I%+ ifl’). 
Using (6.4) and (6.5) we get 
E sup lj-““5il” 
i 
where C = C(a). 
By (6.2) for t = 6 and (6.4) the second term on the right side of (6.3) is 
bounded from above by C( Elll’)“’ with C= C(cl, p). Therefore (6.6) for 
p # LX and (6.7) for p = LX, respectively, in conjunction with (6.3) conclude 
Lemma 6.2. 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Clearly ACP[a, h] is a separable Banach space 
with the norm 
and the evaluations x-+x(r) are continuous for every t E [a, h]. By 
Theorem 5.1 there exists a function ho satisfying (i) and (ii) provided X has 
a modification with sample paths in ACP[a, h]. Then a function f: S -+ 
AC”[a, h] defined by [f(s)] (t) = h,(t, S) is Bore1 measurable and in view 
of Theorem 5.1 (iii) and Proposition 3.1 fe SIACpCO. ,,, . Conversely, if 
f E %O’[,, h] then jsf(s) &f(s) is a random element in ACP[a, b] such that 
X,,(t) = (j,f&V, S,) = IS ho(t, s) &V(s) = X(t) a.s., i.e. X, gives a required 
modification of X. Therefore X has a modification with sample paths in 
AC?‘[a, b] if and only if (i), (ii), and f~ S&CU.h,. Note also that without 
loss of generality we may assume that h,(u, . ) = 0 (replacing X by X,(r) = 
-vt) - Wa)). 
By Theorem 4.2 f~ S;cpLa, 67 if and only if f E L;,-pI-ll, 6, and the series 
~j-“aej3(z,/ converges in ~!,$-~r~ b, for some (each) q 20. Here 
L%)l(t) = hdt, s) Ilf(s)ll -’ and ’ 
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where g(t, S) = (&,/&)(t, s). Moreover zi/‘s are i.i.d. random elements in S 
such P($E A) = mf(A)/mf(S), A E a(&), and &z&r) = Ilf(s)ll” dm(s). We 
have 
and mf(S) < co provided f~ S;,,, *, . Further, 
E 11 f j-‘l’~,fc$)~~ ’ = lb E 1 i j- j=l a j=l “‘cjg(t, zjf) Ilj-($11 -’ ’ dt = 1” u,(t) dt. a 
Since {u,, }z= , is a point-wise increasing sequence of functions and for every 
t, n and n,<n 
U,,(t) 2 E i j- “‘“jg( t, T./) Ilf(~,[)/ - ’ ’ dt, 
i = no 
where the right side approaches 0 as n, n, -+ co, by the Monotone Con- 
vergence Theorem ~j-“zsij(r[) converges in LR,,~,.,, if and only if 
lim E f j-“acj3(iz{) ‘< co. 
n+cc II j= I II 
Case CL <p. By Lemma 6.2 
lim E f j-“%jJ(iZf) Elg(t, z{)llf(z{)‘)ll-‘IPdt 
n-02 II j= 1 
= C+V-’ lb j Id& s)l” Ilf(~)ll”-~ dm(s) dt 
(1 s 
= Cq(WI -’ 5, Ilf(s)ll” MS) = 1. 
Therefore the condition f~ L;,,rU,,, is necessary and sufficient for 
f~%c.P[d]’ 
Case a =p. By Lemma 6.2 
Firnm E 
/I 
i j- 1~a~j3(~~~~ ’j=l 
which together with (6.8) ends this proof. 
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Case a >p. By Lemma 6.2 
which in conjunction with (6.8) completes the proof of Theorem 6.1. 
Remarks. Theorem 6.1 with appropriate modifications gives conditions 
for paths to have (n - 1) continuous derivatives with the (n - 1)th 
derivative in ACP[a, b]. 
An alternative proof of Theorem 6.1 can be obtained by an observation 
that ACP[a, b] is isomorphic with R x LP[a, b](x + (x(a), dx/&)), and by 
the fact that a full characterization of stable measures on Lp-spaces is 
known (see [ 18, 3, 141 for p #a and [27] for p = a). The proof given here, 
which is a straightforward application of Theorem 4.2, uses the same 
argument for all cases of p and a is self-contained. 
The following result gives a full characterization of harmonizable SaS 
processes with absolutely continuous sample paths. Cambanis and Miller 
[3], using different methods, solved the case a > 1. 
COROLLARY 6.3. Let M be an SaS random measure on the Bore1 a- 
algebra of [w with the finite control measure m. Then X(t) = fyou eiis dM(s), 
t E [a, b], has a mod$cation with sample paths in ACP[a, b], 1 <p < CO, if 
and only !f 
1 O” Jsl’ dm(s) < CO. (6.9) -m 
Proof: Since R2 and C are isometric Lemma 6.2 can be immediately 
extended to the case of complex valued random variables by considering 
two-dimensional random vectors instead of real random variables. 
Therefore Theorem 6.1 remains true when we replace a real valued 
function h by a complex one. In our case 
h( t, s) = eits and 
i?h 
z = iselI’. 
It is elementary to check that in all cases of p and a Theorem 6.1 yields the 
same condition (6.9). 
Another important class of stable processes which is disjoint from the 
class of harmonizable ones (see Cambanis and Soltani [6]), is the class of 
SaS processes having the moving average representation. 
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COROLLARY 6.4. Let k: IF! -+ R be an absolutely continuous function on 
every finite interval and such that jTa, Ik(s)l* ds < co. Let X(t) = 
jZu, k(t - s) dM(s), t E R, where A4 is an SaS random measure defmed on 
Bore1 bounded subsets of R with the Lebesgue measure as the control 
measure. 
Then X has a modification with sample paths in ACP[a, b] for every 
-co<a<b<co tfandonly if 
and 
s Oc, (k,(u))* du < 00 if a<p 
sjllai’(~+~~~+~)dsdt<, if a=p 
00 dka J I/ - ds<co -cc ds if a>p, 
k,(u)=(j:-’ l$i’ds)“‘, #Ells. 
Proof Since X is a strictly stationary process it is enough to show that 
{X(t): te [0, l]} h as a modification with sample paths in ACPIO, l] if and 
only if the above conditions hold. Define h,(t, s) = k( t - s), t, s E R. Then 
(ah,/&)(t, s) = (dk/ds)(t- ) s and it is easy to check that the condition 
QZ,,(&,/&) < 00 is equivalent to the above conditions for k. 
7. BOUNDS FOR MOMENTS OF A DOUBLE a-STABLE STOCHASTIC INTEGRAL 
Let h: [O, 1 J x [0, 1 J + R be a jointly measurable function such that h(t, 
s) = 0 for s 2 t. Let M be an SaS random measure on the Bore1 a-algebra of 
co, 11. 
McConnell and Taqqu [20] have proved that a double stochastic 
integral 
J(h) = J1: j-i h(t, s) dM(s) dM(t) (7.1) 
exists as the limit in Lp (p < a) of integrals of “dyadic” functions if and 
only if 
P (7.2) 
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and in this case 
(EIJ(h)lP)l’p 7 P%,(h), (7.3) 
where p,,Jh) = (E[jh 1s: h(t, s) &4(s)\” dt]p’“}“p, C= C(a, p), and p < a. 
Moreover, pa, p is a complete norm (quasi-norm if p < 1) on the space of all 
functions h such that J(h) exists. 
At the same time Rosinski and Woyczynski [27] studied double ‘a-stable 
integrals as iterated Ito-type stochastic integrals and proved that the 
finiteness of 
(7.4) 
is necessary and sufftcient for the existence of J(h) in this sense. They have 
proved also the equivalence of (7.2) and N,(h) < co. This shows, in par- 
ticular, that both approaches to define a double a-stable integral are 
equivalent. 
A natural problem which arises here is the relation between the norm 
P ~. p and the functional N,. We shall prove that pl,p 7 N,, where C = 
C(a, p). This in conjunction with (7.3) yields definitive bounds for moments 
of J(h). 
Let now h: [0, l]* + R be a jointly measurable function such that for 
every I E [0, 1 ] h(t, . ) E L”[O, 1 ] and let (7.2) be satisfied. By Proposition 
6.1 in [27] 
can be defined as a measurable stochastic process and by (7.2) X( 3, w) E 
L”[O, 1 ] for almost all o. Therefore, j; jh Ih(t, s)l” ds dt < 00 (cf. [28]). 
The lemma below justifies the interchanging of stochastic and usual 
integration and for the case a > 1 has been proved in [4, Theorem 4.61 and 
in [20, Lemma 4.41. We give here a simpler and shorter proof of this 
result. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let a > 1 and let h and X be as above. Then for every 4 E 
L”‘[O, 11, (l/a + l/a’ = 1 ), 
~‘((f)X(f)df=~01[~~q5(t)h(t,~)dt]dM(s) a.s. (7.5) 
0 
Proof. Let { Uj} be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables uniformly dis- 
tributed in [0, l] and defined on an auxiliary probability space (Q’, P’), so 
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that ( U,} is independent of {X(t): t E [O, 1 ] }. For every fixed w  EC! such 
that X( ., W) E L”[O, l] random variables Sz’ 3 w’ 4 ~( Uj(W’)) X( Ui(o’), O) 
are i.i.d. and ,!?I#( Vi) X( Vi, o)l = JA 14(t) X(t, o)j dt < co. Therefore 
Kolmogorov’s SLLN yields the P’-a.s. convergence: 
~j~~~tUj)~tUj,W)-E.m(Ul)X(U,,~)=flmtt)xct,o,dt. 
0 
By Fubini’s theorem, for almost all o’ E Q’ 
P-a.s. on Q. 
Define now i.i.d. random elements Y,: Sz’ + L”[O, l] by [ Yj(o’)](s) = 
(b( Uj(w’)) h( Uj(o’), s). Then 
Ell yjll L”[O, i] = I : IMt) NC . )lL.yo, 11 dt 
$1; l&),“dt]““[j;j-; Ih(t,r)l’dsdt]‘p<m. 
By SLLN in L”[O, 11 
PI-as.. Therefore for almost all o’ EB’ 
Since there exists o’ E 0’ for which both (7.6) and (7.7) hold, the proof is 
complete. 
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COROLLARY 7.2. Let h: [0, 11’ + 68 and X be as in Lemma 7.1. Then the 
function f: [0, l] + L”[O, l] defined by [f(s)](t) = h(t, s) belongs to 
%,o, I] and 
X= 1: f(s) dM(s), a.s.. 
Proof By (7.5) for every 4~ (I,‘[O, 11)’ (X, 4) =sA (f, 4) dM as. 
Thus Proposition 3.1 completes the proof. 
THEOREM 7.3. Let 1 <CL < 2 and p < a. Then there exists C= C(u, p) 
such that for every h 
b%W)lP)l’p 7 N,(h). 
Proof In view of (7.3) it is sufficient to prove prx,p 7: N,. By Corollary 
7.2 and Theorem 4.2 
Here jh Ilf(~Nl~n~o, II ds = j: s: Ih(t, s)l” dt ds and by Lemma 6.2 
=E[: (f j~':ii_i/lf(~~)ll~a~~,~~h(t,r:)lIdt 
j=l 
s ; 4lf(z.i’K~~o, ,, IN& G,l [l +log+ 
Ilf (t.:,Il - L’fo, I1 Ih(t, z-W 
7 
Ellfb{)ll,“,o, 1) Ih(t, ~{,l’ 1 dt 
which finishes the proof. 
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